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Since 1951, Metalloid Corporation has formulated high-quality metalworking fluids 
and compounds. Metalloid’s gun product line utilizes botanical technologies to develop 
an advanced, high-performance line of environmentally friendly firearm maintenance 
products. Metalloid’s firearms products will clean and protect your firearms, as well as 
maintain leather and wood components.

About Metalloid

Green Gun Oil
“Green Chemistry” with natural ingredients to lubricate, clean, condition, and 
protect metal surfaces on firearms and other metal sports equipment.

Metcor 57 Gun Bore Cleaner
Instant drying lubricant that cleans, lubricates and protects the firearm’s boar 
and any other metal surface it contacts.

Green Leather Oil
Natural and biodegradable lubricant that will recondition old leather to reduce 
cracking, fading, and improve texture. Keeps leather looking new by adding 
water repellent, mildew protection and suppleness in one application.  
           (Not intended for faux leather products)

Green Stock Oil
Natural and biodegradable lubricant that will clean, seal and restore the luster 
of wood surfaces.     (Not intended for sealed wood surfaces)

Addvance Hummingbird Grease
100% botanical for general purpose indoor or outdoor applications. This 
product contains no petroleum oils, soaps, or clays. It is formulated with 
only biodegradable and biorenewable safe components. ADDVANCE 
HUMMINGBIRD GREASE displays exceptional anti-wear and corrosion 
protection qualities, making it ideal for use on all firearms, including heavy 
wear parts. 
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Metcor 71 Duck Hunter’s Delight
Designed to protect the firearms of today’s water fowler and hunting 
enthusiast.  The protective film it deposits on your firearm is odorless and 
resists wind, rain and snow conditions.  Formulated with natural ingredients 
to compliment the duck or upland game hunter’s surroundings, it leaves no 
fingerprint on the precious environment.  

ADDVANCE BOTANICAL HAND CLEANER
Heavy-duty, water dilutable detergent for hand washing.


